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About This Game

Skyfish is an angry orange fish who must bubble-shoot and tongue swing his way through this humorous platform adventure. He
now faces his greatest enemies like his ex-girlfriend, floating heads, tsunamis, screaming cats, and a radioactive stick-figure

hedgehog!! Laid-back silly fun is here!

Players can expect an old school indie platforming adventure run-n-gun with tongue swinging action! If you like unique indie
platformers, then this is the game for you!
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I know how there's no volume in game is a problem, but if you're running windows there's a way to select it. Rightclick your
sound icon, open volume mixer and you will see individual applications. Turn down the sound from there and then you can
listen to your podcasts and stuff without any problems. Enjoy.. The game shows great potententiol. Except that one tutorial is
short and brief doesnt teach very well and i have a 500GB PC and it lags. Also you cant hardly change class or weapon. Other
than that good game worth the price!. Good game, very atmospheric. The puzzles are not very difficult and the solution hints are
in the game. Unfortunately, very short playing time. But still very good. This is a delightful fishing game, reminiscent of
Stardew Valley in music and general feeling. It's more grindy than Stardew Valley -- the main thing you do is fish, although
there are quests, a garden, and a kitchen island. I'm only three hours in, so this is a very sketchy review. Rule with an Iron Fish is
relaxing, pretty, has funny jokes and pretty music, and is a soothing game to play at the end of a long day.. The Game is pretty
good fun, but it is very short.
I'd say it is worth 6€, but more levels would have been essential.
Now the game can be played trough in less than 1/4 day so the fun doesn't last very long.
Also an editor or something would have been great.
But still driving those Trucks really is fun.. very cool game, but if you add the rocket customization, it will be very cool!. I really
got into this, didn't expect to when I first started, but really enjoyed it all the way through, layers of of mystery and intrigue
made it a real page turner of an adventure. I wasn't sure at first but ended up liking the curve ball thrown at the end, left a lasting
impression on me which not many games do.
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THIS ♥♥♥♥ING GAME IS BROKEN AF. JUST WANTED TO PLAY WITH MY ♥♥♥♥♥S JO JO AKA BIGTASTY BUT
THE DONT WORK, FIX THAT♥♥♥♥♥♥B. A very bland game. I had high hopes this would be as entertaining or intriguing
as GORN or SUPERHOT VR, but instead it turned out to be shallow as hell. You cannot throw a lot of objects, there is no
music, and it does not have variety at all. Overall, it didn't hook me at the beginning, and playing through just a little bit did not
even catch my attention.

P.S. Don't mix politics with games, unless it's something like Democracy 3.. this game will make you sick !
it only has 3 lvls ~5 min play time for all of them
and only 3 powerups
no autofire, and why there is delays after beating enemy ?
also there is no steam overlay//
. Great mod, though it was a bit too hard for me
There were quite a bit levels I couldn't solve and had to use a walkthrough (the creator of the mod made a full walkthrough. by
the way)
I recommend it for the more seasoned portal players and puzzle solvers in general,
 and for people who like challenges.. Get it if you can. It's hilarious, though "immersion breaking" because the costumes are
ridiculous and don't fit the whole Three Kingdoms Period thing. Then again nobody really plays Dynasty Warriors games for
immersion. I mean I have Guan Yinping with a fox tail and ears, so of course I'll have enemy soldiers wearing sentai-style
bodysuits.

* It should be noted that the costumes can be set even in Ambition Mode, and that when you set a costume for your
troops, even the peasants and officers around your camp will use the costumes you set. That said, the units that are
supposed to be female (Teahouse NPC for example) will have a male 3d model but their portrait cutout and voice will
still be female. It's a minor issue for me but it's worth it to point out in case some people don't like that.

Click here for an Ambition Mode camp screenshot to see what I mean.. Very detailed map with different routes challenging
ability
Currently lacking ai Cars even with highest settings not enough ai cars on the road to make it overally challenging but tight
windy routes and parked cars do make it a slight challenge
do i recomend it?
 yes but hopefully it gets patched with more ai cars on the roads
Done two routes thus far and have to say no lag lots of detail and objects are good and varied
:D anyways enough typing while on a break time to get back to my shift
Definately an addon worth downloading despite the price id look past that and download it ;D. I mean the game seemed great. I
loved Viridi. But when I start it, it doesn't even open. I get a black screen then it stops responding. I meet all the system
requirements too.. Terrible graphics rendering making the game completely unplayable. Really disappointing because the game
is exactly what I've been looking for for years!. Game is too old to play now, movement sucks aiming systems suck.
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